
DATASHEET
IGNITE PROTON WIND

GENERAL

Art.Nr: G-1132-W-XXL/5XL

GTIN: 4030281229759

E-class number: 40-02-01-02
Customs tariff
number: 63079098

Standards:

ANSI/ASSP Z359.11-
2021,EN 358:2018,EN
361:2002,MEETS
CAN/CSA Z259.10-
18,OSHA

Net weight: 3.65 kg

Gross weight: 3.65 kg
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This completely equipped body and work
positioning harness with synthetic
sliding plate was specially designed with the
wind energy sector in mind. It
can be used in many other areas as well
when top performance in safety and
functionality are required. IGNITE PROTON
scores with thermo-shaped hip padding
that evenly distributes weight and is
protected from wear and tear on the
outside with a plate. The back cross also has
a textile cover. The
well-designed construction allows the fall-
arrest attachment point to be
perfectly positioned for the user. It also offers
practical belt strap coilers
to eliminate bulky excess length. Shoulder
and leg padding can be laundered or
replaced. Pre-formed gear loops and tool
eyelets for different kinds of use
make the harness a complete system.

 • Better protection from wear and tear
 • Thermo-shaped waist padding
 • Replaceable shoulder and leg padding

FEATURES

Attachment points: Sternal aluminium
attachment point,
Dorsal aluminium
attachment point, Side
aluminium attachment
point

Number of material
loops 7 kg:

0

Number of material
loops 10 kg:

0

Number of material
loops 15 kg:

2

Application areas: Emergency, Wind
energy, Steelwork,
Telco energy, Mobile
Work Platforms

Colour: Black, Orange,
Anthracite

Harness features: Webbing rewind,
Fallindicator, Lanyard
parking ring, Wind
plate

Hand wash: 40 °C

Maximum lifetime: 10 years

Maximum hip size: 138 cm

Maximum leg size: 110 cm

Maximum
temperature:

45 °C

Minimum hip size: 102 cm

Minimum leg size: 80 cm

Minimum temperature: -35 °C

Padding: Removeable shoulder
paddings, Back
padding, Leg
paddings removeable

Buckles: stick_buckle, oktalock
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Adjusting buckles: Adjusting buckles
shoulders, Adjusting
buckles hips,
Adjusting buckles legs

DIMENSIONS

Size: XXL-5XL

MATERIAL

Material: Polyester, Aluminium,
Stainless Steel, Steel
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